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We assure you that this untested man is like nothing the industry has ever heard or seen. As an artist,

now and for a long time to occur this artist will be known as "The Next Generation of R&B". 14 MP3

Songs URBAN/R&B: R&B Pop Crossover, Romance General Body Rain Songs Details: Aaron K. Gray is

the Next Generation of R&B and he is here to stay! Aaron K. Gray is the Future and Mekko Chivon

Entertainment and Hitman Records are very majestic to bring him to you and the WORLD! Songs like the

title track "Body Rain", "Secret Crush" and the bi-lingual (engles y espanol) "Aaron's House" and "Suave"!

YES! BI-LINGUAL! Aaron K. Gray is simply HOT! He's 19 years old  has it ALL; looks, physique, hazel

eyes and vocal versatility not heard in recent times - a true R&B treat! - Hitman Records "Aaron K.

Gray..... The Next Generation of music has finally arrived, Finally an artist with natural versatility and

vocal skills" - Club Eclipse "True class and talent, Aaron's holding it down for the next level of R&B" - Club

Hush "A true threat to all current R&B male soloists, his vocal capability and versatility alone, is sure to

make him a fast rising star thanks for bringing class  respect back to the game. The Album Body Rain is

Hot!!!!" - Club Rasein "Dance music is finally back... real talent and less machines, Aaron K. Gray is the

Bomb...." - Krash "R&B has a new fresh sound, we enjoyed his collection of future, Aaron's music is

broad and identifiable for all ages." - Speed "Definitely a vocal sensation well  far beyond anything we

have heard in a long time...fresh and innocent. Aaron will go far" - Palm Beach Post "Body Rain" - Buy it

TODAY!
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